Learn.Code.Inspire.Teach
CODE TO INSPIRE MARCH 8TH FIRST ANNUAL CODEFEST
With

You Can
$440 Bronze Winner - provide $10 USB Sticks for
the rest of the girls.

Information

$400 Provide three days educational supplies like
(notebooks, pens, stickers, etc) for 53
students.

Date: March 5th - March 8th
Location: Herat, Afghanistan

$200 Provide three days light refreshments and
drinks.

Participants: 53 female students

$150 Ruby Winner - Provide $50 gift for each girl in
a group of three

Goal
We plan to provide an opportunity
and challenge for students to use
what they have learned so far
(from education through Code to
Inspire) to design website (using
HTML and CSS) and develop a
simple game (using Unity
technology).

$120 Emerald Winner - Provide $40 gift for each
girl in a group of three
$90 Turquoise Winner - Provide $30 gift of each
girl in a group of three.

$1400

Codefest Agenda
The Codefest will commence on
March 5th and will finish on March
7th. There will be 19 groups who
will compete with each other in
two different sections ( web design
and Unity).
The Codefest will run from 10:00
am until 5:00 pm ( Afghanistan
time zone ) each day. There will be
occasional breaks for the students.
On March 8th the mentors in
Afghanistan and a team in NYC will
judge the projects and select the
top groups as the winners of the
Codefest.

We will acknowledge sponsors by:

- Mention sponsors for this event in our blog.
- Email and tweet a picture of our girls
thanking our sponsors.
“I love coding because
programmers can solve problems.
Coding can be a great
empowering tool for Afghan girls
to take part in solving the
country's problems and challenges
as well as participating in the local
and global economy.”
Ahmadi, Code to Inspire Teacher

Thank you for considering our cause

Contact us: info@codetoinspire.org

